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Abstract—Many robotic systems, like surgical robots, robotic
Q1

4
hands, and exoskeleton robots, use cable passing through conduits5
to actuate remote instruments. Cable actuation simplifies the de-6
sign and allows the actuator to be located at a convenient location,7
away from the end effector. However, nonlinear frictions between8
the cable and the conduit account for major losses in tension trans-9
mission across the cable, and a model is needed to characterize10
their effects in order to analyze and compensate for them. Al-11
though some models have been proposed in the literature, they are12
lumped parameter based and restricted to the very special case of a13
single cable with constant conduit curvature and constant preten-14
sion across the cable only. This paper proposes a mathematically15
rigorous distributed parameter model for cable-conduit actuation16
with any curvature and initial tension profile across the cable. The17
model, which is described by a set of partial differential equations18
in the continuous time-domain, is also discretized for the effective19
numerical simulation of the cable motion and tension transmis-20
sion across the cable. Unlike the existing lumped-parameter-based21
models, the resultant discretized model enables one to accurately22
simulate the partial-moving/partial-sticking cable motion of the23
cable-conduit actuation with any curvature and initial tension pro-24
file. The model is further extended to cable-conduit actuation in25
pull–pull configuration using a pair of cables. Various simulations26
results are presented to reveal the unique phenomena like back-27
lash, cable slacking, the interaction between the two cables, and28
other nonlinear behaviors associated with the cable conduits in29
pull–pull configuration. These results are verified by experiments30
using two dc motors coupled with a cable-conduit pair. The experi-31
mental setup has been prepared to emulate a typical cable-actuated32
robotic system. Experimental results are compared with the simu-33
lations and various implications are discussed.34

Index Terms—Cable-conduit actuation, cable compliance, fric-35
tion, pull–pull configuration, surgical robot.36

I. INTRODUCTION37

SURGICAL robots often utilize cable-conduit pairs in a38

pull–pull configuration to actuate the patient-side manipu-39

lators and slave instruments [2], [3]. Cable transmissions are pre-40

ferred because they can provide adequate power through narrow41
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tortuous pathways and allow the actuators to be located safely 42

away from the patient. Cables are light weight and cost effective 43

and greatly simplify the transmission. Cable-conduit actuation, 44

which is also sometimes known as tendon sheath, or Bowden 45

cable actuation, is also used in many robotic hands [4]–[6], as 46

well as colonoscopy devices [7], [8]. To develop power dense 47

yet ergonomic actuation for wearable interfaces, cable actua- 48

tion is also used in exoskeleton robots [9]–[11]. The control of 49

these systems, however, is challenging due to cable compliance 50

and friction within the conduit. These nonlinearities introduce 51

significant tension losses across the cable and give rise to mo- 52

tion backlash, cable slack, and input-dependent stability of the 53

servo system [12], [13]. In the absence of a transmission model 54

for the cable-conduit system, these nonlinear behaviors are not 55

accounted for [9]–[11], leading to poor system performance. Al- 56

though various physical measures are adopted including using 57

PTFE-coated steel cables sliding in slightly preloaded Kevlar- 58

reinforced housings [10] and keeping the cable-wrapping angles 59

and pretension to low levels, they can only improve the system 60

performance to a certain degree. Beyond that, one has to rely Q361

on effective control algorithms to improve the performance, 62

which stresses the importance of developing a model for the 63

transmission characteristics. This paper develops a model for 64

the transmission characteristics in cable-conduit mechanisms to 65

effectively analyze such a system. 66

Kaneko et al. [12] performed experiments on torque trans- 67

mission from the actuator to the finger joint using a pair of 68

cables passing through conduits. However, no analytical model 69

was developed. These experiments assumed a large value of 70

pretension in the cable to avoid any slacking. Since friction 71

forces are directly dependent on cable pretension, it leads to a 72

tradeoff between tension losses and cable slacking. Thus, cable 73

slacking is an important phenomenon that should be addressed. 74

Later on, the authors developed a model for a single cable pass- 75

ing through the conduit of fixed constant curvature with a given 76

constant pretension throughout the cable [14], [15]. Based on the 77

model, they analytically calculated the equivalent cable stiffness 78

for a single cable. Furthermore, the authors proposed a lumped- 79

mass numerical model for tension transmission across the cable. 80

Through their model, they demonstrated the cable-conduit sys- 81

tem display direction-dependent behavior and, hence, cannot be 82

treated as a simple spring. However, their model essentially as- 83

sumes that all points on the cable have the same initial pretension 84

of a constant value and, as such, cannot consider the general be- 85

havior of a cable-conduit transmission, where the initial tension 86

depends on the spatial positions. The calculation of last moving 87

point when using multiple-lumped elements also assumes the 88

same constant pretension across all elements, which essentially 89
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ignores the spatial dependence of the tension transmission across90

the cable and prevents accurate study of some of the unique91

phenomena associated with the cable-conduit actuation mecha-92

nisms, such as partial moving/partial sticking. In practice, due93

to the presence of friction, the residual tension or initial tension94

profile depends on the time history of past applied forces and95

cannot be assumed to be uniform across the cable. Moreover,96

in many applications, like surgical robots and exoskeletons, the97

conduit curvatures are path dependent, and thus, the model can-98

not be applied directly for these applications. Because of these99

issues, the assumption of constant curvature and a predetermined100

constant pretension across the entire cable severely limits the101

usefulness of the model. Palli and Melchiorri [16], [17] fur-102

ther refined the model using a dynamic Dahl’s friction model103

instead of the simple Coulomb friction model but made the104

same assumptions of constant pretension and curvature for the105

lumped-element models. Furthermore, all these existing models106

only focus on power transmission using a single cable conduit107

and, therefore, cannot address the unique phenomena of cable108

slacking and cable interaction associated with the systems using109

a pair of cables for power transmission, like the ones studied in110

this paper.111

Instead of using the lumped-mass analysis, this paper first de-112

velops an exact, continuous time-domain model described by a113

set of partial differential equations (PDE’s), which is applicable114

to cable-conduit systems with any pretension and curvature pro-115

files. In addition, this paper considers the complex interaction116

between a pair of cables in pull–pull. The exact infinite-117

dimensional model is then discretized to generate effective118

numerical simulation algorithms for motion and power transmis-119

sions. This can be used to solve the nonlinear system response to120

predict cable slacking and overall transmission characteristics121

of the system. The model is validated through experiments.122

Unlike the single-cable system discussed in detail in the ear-123

lier research, the use of pair of cables induces cable interaction124

leading to behavior that is completely absent in the prior cases.125

While the previous models have been developed using lumped-126

mass analysis with inertia, our work uses the exact distributed127

system dynamics to generate the discretized model for analysis128

and simulation, although the cable inertia is neglected. Further-129

more, the phenomenon of partial cable segment, which causes130

the cable interaction, can be explained. The approximation er-131

rors in the discretization process have been clearly laid out as132

well. Moreover, while only force transmission has been ana-133

lyzed in previous research, motion transmission has also been134

presented here, which is particularly important for surgical de-135

vices, which are usually operated in position control mode. In136

the following sections, the setup of the problem is discussed137

followed by details of the proposed model and the simulation138

results. The methodology of experiments is outlined, and exper-139

imental results are presented and compared with the simulation140

results.141

II. MOTIVATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP142

In cable-drive robots, the slave manipulators are mechanically143

actuated using cable drives passing through a thin tube or con-144

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

duit. Nonlinearities are introduced in motion transmission due to 145

the friction forces between the cable and the conduit. Moreover, 146

tension losses across the cable necessitate much higher actuat- 147

ing forces for relatively small loads. While high pretension is 148

desired to avoid cable slacking, it comes with a drawback of 149

higher friction forces. However, lower pretension leads to cable 150

slacking. Thus, a tradeoff is required between cable slacking and 151

large actuation forces. Since it is difficult to place sensors at the 152

distal ends of the highly miniaturized instrument, such as in a 153

surgical robot, the position and applied forces of the tool tip are 154

difficult to estimate and control. Hence, the resultant accuracy 155

of the system is extremely poor, as compared with industrial 156

robots. In surgical robots, this results in continuous adjustment 157

of the actuating input by the human in the loop, thereby poten- 158

tially affecting the performance of the surgeon. The objective of 159

this research is to model cable actuation in such a system and 160

characterize the force and motion transmission from the actua- 161

tor to the load. Ultimately, these models can be used to improve 162

the control strategy of the system. 163

A typical load actuation system of a cable actuated robot has 164

been emulated in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. A 165

schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 2. A two-cable pull– 166

pull transmission is used, actuated with two brushed dc motors 167

mounted on linear slides. The first motor is controlled as the 168

input or the drive motor, while the second motor simulates a 169

passive load or environment. Each cable passes through a flex- 170

ible conduit and is wrapped around pulleys attached to each of 171

the dc motors. The tightly wound spring wire conduits are fixed 172

at each end using two plates attached to the same platforms on 173

which the linear slides are mounted. This way, the platforms 174

holding the plates are free to move in space, and applying a ten- 175

sion in the cable is counteracted by a compression in the conduit 176

with no forces being transmitted through the ground. The cable 177

and the conduit, therefore, act as springs in parallel. 178

The actuator or the drive motor is run in position control mode, 179

while the follower motor is run in torque control mode. The load 180

is simulated as a torsional spring such that the restoring torque 181

applied by the motor is proportional to the angle of rotation. 182
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Fig. 2. Model of the experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Motion of the cable element.

Encoders are used to measure the angular rotation of the two183

motors. The current flowing across the two motors is used to184

estimate the torque applied by the pulley, which is proportional185

to the difference in the two cable tensions on each side. The sum186

of the tensions being applied by the two cables on each motor187

is measured using load cells mounted between the linear slide188

and conduit-termination plate. Using the torque values and the189

load cell measurements, tension at the two ends of each cable190

can be calculated.191

III. DYNAMIC MODEL192

A. System Governing Equations193

Consider the setup shown in Fig. 3, where two flexible cables,194

i.e., cable A and cable B, pass through fixed conduits of pre-195

defined curvature R(x), where x denotes the position along the196

conduit. At t = 0, actuator starts to move the cables. To model197

the motion of the cable, we make the following assumptions.198

1) Inertia effects in the cable can be neglected.199

2) The cable is restricted to move along conduit (no trans-200

verse motion).201

3) Interaction between the cable and the conduit is through a202

normal force and friction (Coulomb friction).203

Fig. 4. Forces balance diagram of cable element.

4) Constitutive behavior of the cable is assumed to be elastic, 204

defined by the standard Hooke’s law. 205

When at relaxing state (i.e., no tension) without slacking, 206

points on the cable can be uniquely indexed by the conduit posi- 207

tion x. For the point on the cable indexed by x, let u(x,t) denote 208

its axial displacement at time t, and let T(x,t) be the correspond- 209

ing axial tension of the cable. For notational simplicity, in the 210

following, the partial derivative of a function T(x,t) with respect 211

to the spatial variable x will be denoted by T’(x,t) and the partial 212

derivative with respect to the time variable t by Ṫ (x, t). 213

To obtain the dynamic model of the motion and force transmit- 214

ted through the cable, consider the movement of an infinitesimal 215

cable segment [x, x + dx], as shown in cable A of Fig. 3 with 216

an enlarged view shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, N(x,t) denote the 217

normal force between the cable and the conduit. f(x,t) is the fric- 218

tional force acting on the cable. For this infinitesimal segment, 219

the radius of curvature can be assumed to be constant, given by 220

R(x), and the infinitesimal angle dθ (x) shown in Fig. 4 is related 221

to dx by dx = R(x)dθ(x). As there is no cable movement along 222

the radial direction of the conduit, through the force balancing 223

equation, the normal reaction force acting on this infinitesimal 224

cable element is related to the tensions at the two ends by 225

N(x, t) = T (x, t) sin
(

dθ(x)
2

)
+ T (x + dx, t) sin

(
dθ(x)

2

)

≈ T (x, t)dθ(x). (1)

Thus, from the Coulomb friction model, we know that 226

|f (x, t) | ≤ µN (x, t) = µT (x, t) dθ (x) = µT (x, t)
dx

R (x)
.

(2)

As the inertia of the cable is neglected, the force balance equa- 227

tion applies to the axial direction of the conduit (i.e., the cable 228

movement direction) as well. Therefore, when the net axial 229

tension force T(x+dx,t) – T(x,t) = T’(x,t)dx is less than the 230

right-hand side of (2), i.e., |T ′(x, t)| < µT (x, t)/R(x), the ca- 231

ble segment will not move, and the actual friction f(x,t) has the 232

same magnitude as the net axial tension force, i.e., 233

u̇(x, t) = 0 and f(x, t) = T ′(x, t)dx. (3)
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On the other hand, when the cable segment moves due to the net234

axial tension forces, friction will be at its maximum value, as235

given by (2), i.e., f(x, t) = (µT (x, t)/R(x))sign (u̇(x, t)) dx.236

Thus, from the force balance equation237

T ′(x, t)dx =
µT (x, t)
R(x)sign

(u̇(x, t)) dx when u̇ �= 0. (4)

To calculate the cable strain along the conduit path u′(x, t), it238

is assumed that, when stretching, Hooke’s law of elasticity can239

be used by modeling the cable as a linear spring with stiffness K,240

and when compressing or cable slacking, no force transmitted241

through the cable. Since the cable and the conduit act in parallel,242

K is the combined stiffness of the system. Thus243

T (x, t) = K u′(x, t) when u′(x, t) > 0

T (x, t) = 0 when u′(x, t) ≤ 0

where
1
K

=
1

Kcable
+

1
Kconduit

. (5)

Combing (3)–(5), the overall distributed dynamic model of the244

motion and tension across the cable is described by the following245

sets of PDEs:246

when u′(x, t) > 0, T (x, t) = K u′(x, t) and

i) u′′(x, t) − µ

R(x)
u′(x, t)sign (u̇(x, t)) = 0

if |u′′(x, t)| =
µ

R(x)
u′(x, t)

ii) u̇(x, t) = 0, otherwise

when u′(x, t) ≤ 0

iii) T (x, t) = 0. (6)

Aside from the aforementioned governing equations, to cal-247

culate the motion and tension transmission across the cable,248

one needs the initial conditions and the boundary conditions as249

well. Thus, to be able to precisely describe the cable dynamic250

behavior, it is absolutely necessary to specify the initial cable251

displacement profile u0(x), i.e.,252

u(x, 0) = u0(x) (7)

and the boundary conditions of the cable at the two ends, de-253

pending on the environment to which the cable is attached. For254

example, consider a cable with the end at x = 0 connected to255

an environment having a predefined movement of gid(t) and the256

other end at x = L fixed to a stiff environment having a stiffness257

of Ke ; then, noting (7), the boundary conditions for solving the258

cable movement would be259

u (0, t) = gid (t)

u (L, t) = − 1
Ke

T (L, t) = − K

Ke
u′(L, t). (8)

Remark 1: In the earlier development of the mathematically260

rigorous distributed parameter model for cable-conduit actua-261

tion, no restriction is put on the curvature of the conduit, i.e.,262

R(x) could be any function. This is in contrast with the pre-263

vious work in [14]–[17], where constant curvature is assumed264

across each cable segment. Furthermore, no restriction is put on 265

the initial cable displacement profile u0(x), and thus, the initial 266

tension profile of T (x, 0) = K u′ (x, 0) = K u′
0 (x) (assume 267

that u′
0 (x) ≥ 0). It is noted that all the previous work [14]– 268

[17] assume a constant initial tension profile of T (x, 0) = T0 , 269

which is hardly true in reality due to the distributed friction 270

effect across the cable. Thus, although some of the discretized 271

equations on the tension transmission for a particular segment 272

introduced in the following section may look somewhat similar 273

to those in [14]–[17], the overall modeling process is funda- 274

mentally different from the previous work. In addition, cable 275

slacking is explicitly taken into account in the proposed model, 276

which cannot be addressed using previous work. 277

B. Discretized Model 278

Since it is impossible to analytically solve the PDEs (6), in 279

practice, discretized element models based on these governing 280

equations are obtained for realistic computer simulations, which 281

is the subject of this section. As shown by cable B in Fig. 3, the 282

each cable is divided into n cable segments, with nodes at x1 = 283

0, x2 = ∆x1 , x3 = x2 + ∆x2 , . . . , and xn = xn−1 + ∆xn = 284∑n
i=1 ∆xi = L. The displacement and tension of the two ends 285

of each segment will be calculated at discrete time instants using 286

the discretized elemental equations as follows. 287

Consider the ith cable segment between nodes i and i + 1. 288

Let T(xi ,tj ) and u(xi ,tj ) be the tension and the displacement of 289

the ith node, respectively, at time tj . We neglect small variations 290

in radius of curvature over the cable segment and denote it by 291

R(xi). It should be noted that such a standard discretization 292

approximation is different from the assumption of constant cur- 293

vature across the entire cable in the previous work [14]–[17] 294

as one can always choose the discretization segment length ∆xi 295

small enough to make the approximation error arbitrarily small 296

in the proposed approach. Without considering the segments, 297

which are completely slacking (i.e., the segment of u′(x, t) < 0, 298

which could happen at the two ends of the cable due to certain 299

imposed boundary conditions) as they are not the normal work- 300

ing modes for cable actuated devices, all cable segments can be 301

divided into three different categories as follows. 302

Case 1: The entire segment is moving. Since u̇ (x, t) �= 0 for 303

the cable segment (xi ,xi+ 1], the first case of (6) or, equiv- 304

alently, (4) applies. Thus, noting the discretization approx- 305

imation assumption that R(x) = R(xi) and sign (u̇(x, t)) = 306

sign (u̇(xi, t)) ∀x ∈ (xi, xi+1] , one can integrate (4) over the 307

segment as follows: 308

∫ x

xi

T ′(x, t)
T (x, t)

dx =
∫ x

xi

µ

R(xi)
sign (u̇(xi, t)) dx

∀x∈ (xi, xi+1] . (9)

On integrating over the segment (xi ,x], we get 309

T (x, t) = T (xi, t) exp
(

µ (x − xi)
R (xi)

sign (u̇(xi, t))
)

. (10)

From (5), with the tension distribution of (10) over the segment, 310

the displacement or the stretch in the cable segment can be 311
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analytically calculated by312 ∫ x

xi

u′(x, t)dx

=
1
K

∫ x

xi

T (xi, t) exp
(

µ (x − xi)
R (xi)

sign (u̇(xi, t))
)

dx (11)

which, upon integration, gives us the following equation:313

u(x, t) − u(xi, t) =
R (xi)
Kµ

sign (u̇(xi, t)) T (xi, t)

×
[
exp

(
µ (x − xi)

R (xi)
sign (u̇(xi, t))

)
− 1

]
.

(12)

Therefore, at the discrete time instant tj , from (10) and (12), ten-314

sion and displacement of the two ends of the ith cable segment315

can be approximated as given by the following equations:316

T j
i+1 = T j

i exp
(

µ (xi+1 − xi)
R (xi)

Sj
i

)
(13)

uj
i+1 − uj

i = Sj
i

R (xi)
Kµ

Tj
i

[
exp

(
µ (xi+1 − xi)

R (xi)
Sj

i

)
− 1

]
(14)

where for compactness, the notation T j
i

∆= T (xi, tj ), uj
i

∆=317

u (xi, tj ), and Sj
i

∆= sign (u(xi, tj ) − u(xi, tj−1)) have been318

used.319

Case 2: The entire cable segment is stationary. Since the cable320

segment is stationary, the strain of the segment will not change.321

Subsequently, the tension of the segment does not change ei-322

ther. Thus, displacement and tension of the two nodes remain323

unchanged from the previous values, i.e.,324

T j
i = T j−1

i and T j
i+1 = T j−1

i+1

uj
i = uj−1

i and uj
i+1 = uj−1

i+1 . (15)

Case 3: A part of the cable segment is moving, while325

the rest of it is stationary. Without loss of generality, as-326

sume that node i is moving, while node i + 1 is sta-327

tionary. Let ξ be the last moving point on the cable seg-328

ment, i.e., ξ = max {x ∈ [xi, xi+1] : u (x, tj ) �= u (x, tj−1)}.329

Therefore, Case 1 applies for the section (xi , ξ], while Case 2330

for the rest of the segment. Thus, the tension and displacement331

remain unchanged over the section (ξ, xi+1], i.e.,332

T (x, tj ) = T (x, tj−1) and u(x, tj ) = u(x, tj−1)

∀x ∈ (ξ, xi+1] . (16)

Since only node information is preserved in the discrete time333

model, the actual tension and displacement of T (x, tj−1) and334

u(x, tj−1) for the section x ∈ (ξ, xi+1) in the previous time in-335

stance are lost at the current time instance. Thus, one cannot336

explicitly calculate the exact tension and displacement variation337

across the section (ξ, xi+1), and some sorts of further approxi-338

mations have to be made. Fortunately, since a small cable seg-339

ment is assumed in the discretization process, we may approxi-340

mate the strain over the segment by the strain calculated based341

on the average tension of the two ends of the cable segment, i.e.,342

assuming u′(x, t) ≈ (1/K)((T j
i + T j

i+1)/2), ∀x ∈ (xi, xi+1]. 343

With this approximation, the cable displacement over the seg- 344

ment can be calculated as follows: 345

u(x, t) − uj
i =

T j
i + T j

i+1

2K
(x − xi) ∀x ∈ (xi, xi+1] . (17)

Note that cable stretch, as calculated in (17), is accurate in case 346

of constant tension across the segment. In the case of the entire 347

segment being in motion as in Case 1, it represents a second- 348

order approximation of the tension profile given by (12), which 349

can be proven by noting (ey−1)/y = (1 + ey )/2 + O(y3). Com- 350

bining (16) and (17), the tension and displacement transmissions 351

over the segment are calculated by 352

uj
i+1 = uj−1

i+1 , T j
i+1 = T j−1

i+1 (18)

uj
i = uj

i+1 −
T j

i + T j
i+1

2K
(xi+1 − xi) . (19)

These three cases cover all the possible scenarios of motion 353

during the normal operating conditions. The analysis has been 354

carried out based on the system dynamics, making no assump- 355

tion related to the discretization for all the moving nodes. Spatial 356

discretization assumption is only made for the partially moving 357

cable segment. Thus, its effects are minimal. Since no assump- 358

tion has been made related to the temporal discretization, it does 359

not directly affect the simulations. However, it affects the last 360

moving point in the partially moving node and, thus, indirectly 361

affects the accuracy of the simulations. Although no analysis 362

has been presented here to determine the number of elements 363

into which the cable should be divided, simulations can be used 364

to find the optimal number of elements. We can now use these 365

equations to simulate the motion and torque transmission char- 366

acteristics of a cable-conduit system. 367

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 368

To simulate the motion and torque transmission, we start by 369

defining conduit shape, initial condition, and boundary condi- 370

tions, as discussed in (7) and (8). Although the initial pretension 371

may not be constant across the entire cable in practice, in order 372

to compare the proposed method with previous work, a constant 373

pretension T 0 is assumed in the following simulations, which 374

translates to the initial condition to 375

u′(x, 0) = T0/K or u(x, 0) = T0x/K + u(0, 0). (20)

The number of cable segments for simulations can be deter- 376

mined based on the accuracy levels desired, either by analysis 377

or by iterations. With initial condition in (20) and boundary 378

condition in (8), we simulate the system for required number 379

of segments for each cable, assuming that the system starts 380

from rest (or some pre-specified state). Because of the presence 381

of friction, motion transmission is not instantaneous. Thus, all 382

the segments do not start moving immediately when an input 383

motion is applied. Therefore, at any time instant, for each ca- 384

ble segment, it is identified whether the segment is moving, 385

partially moving, or stationary. Based on this information, the 386

‘‘last moving node’’ of the cable is estimated. 387
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Consider the motion of cable A. For simplicity, we assume388

that at t0 = 0, all the nodes are stationary. Without loss of389

generality, consider the case when the cable is being pulled at390

x1 = 0 with an enforced boundary given by (8), as shown in391

Fig. 3. Therefore, at t = t1 , u̇(x1 , t) = ġid (t) < 0 and the motion392

starts propagating along the cable. By the time tp , let node k be393

the ‘‘last moving node,’’ i.e., the motion has been propagated394

over the segments from 1 to k – 1 but has not reached node k395

+ 1. Thus, Case 1 in previous section applies to the first k–1396

segments, Case 3 for the segment k, and Case 2 for the rest of397

the segments, which leads to the following set of equations:398

Tp
1 exp

[
µ∆x1

R (x1)
Sp

1

]
− Tp

2 = 0

...

...

Tp
k−1 exp

[
µ∆xk−1

R (xk )
Sp

k−1

]
− Tp

k = 0 . . . k − 1 eqns.

(21)

up
2 − R (x1)

Kµ
Sp

1 Tp
1

[
exp

(
µ∆x1

R (x1)
Sp

1

)
− 1

]
= gid(tp)

up
3 − up

2 − R (x2)
Kµ

Sp
2 Tp

2

[
exp

(
µ∆x2

R (x2)
Sp

2

)
− 1

]
= 0

...

...

up
k − up

k−1 −
R (xk−1)

Kµ
Sp

k T p
k−1

[
exp

(
µ∆xk−1

R (xk−1)
Sp

k

)
− 1

]
= 0

up
k +

Tp
k

2
∆xk

K
= up−1

k+1 −
Tp−1

k+1

2
∆xk

K
. . . k eqns. (22)

With the boundary conditions imposed by the actuating mo-399

tion of the end of the cable, u(x1 ,tp ) = gid(tp ), and stationary400

node k + 1, u(xk+1 ,tp ) = u(xk+1 ,tp − 1), the motion of all the in-401

termediate nodes u(x2 ,tp ), u(x2 ,tp ),. . ., u(xk ,tp ) are unknown (k402

– 1 unknowns). In addition, tension of the first k nodes T(x1 ,tp ),403

T(x2 ,tp ), . . ., T(xk ,tp ) are unknown (k unknowns), the tension404

of node k + 1 being known from previous time step. Therefore,405

these 2k – 1 unknown displacement and tension variables can406

be calculated by simultaneously solving the 2k – 1 equations in407

(21) and (22). The kth cable segment starts to move, and node k408

+ 1 becomes the last moving node at time tq when the following409

condition is satisfied:410

T (xk+1 , tq−1)Sp
k ≥ T (xk , tq )Sp

k exp
[

µ∆xk

R (xk )
Sp

k

]
. (23)

As the nodes at x1 and xn+ 1 keep on moving, tension at the in-411

put ends keep on changing, and motion propagates along the two412

cables A and B. Eventually, the last moving nodes of both the413

cables coincide and the cables start to move en masse. Apart414

from computational perspective, the concept of last moving415

node also helps us in physically analyzing the partial motion416

transmission across the cable. This becomes particularly useful 417

for understanding the coupled motion transmission in a two- 418

cable system, where one cable starts pulling another cable, as 419

elaborated upon later in this section. If, at any point in time, 420

tension on one of the cables becomes zero (cable goes slack), 421

e.g., cable B, only the nodes of the other cable, as well as the 422

distal node of the slack cable (i.e., node 1, 2,. . . , n, 2n in this 423

case), need to be solved for motion transmission. 424

Since the motion of two cables are constrained by the pulleys 425

connecting them, assuming no slacking at the two pulleys 426

u(xn , t) − u(x2n , t) = 2Roθo

u(xn , t) + u(x2n , t) = 2L. (24)

Simulations are carried out assuming negligible friction 427

losses at the pulleys as compared with the losses in the con- 428

duits. Thus, the boundary condition in (8) can be simplified as 429

follows: 430

τo = −Keθo = (T2 − T4)Ro (25)

where τo is the external torque being applied by the load, θo is 431

its angular rotation at the output, Ro is the radius of the pulley 432

attached to the load motor, Ke is the simulated environment 433

stiffness, 2L is the sum of two conduit lengths corresponding 434

to cables A and B, and Tk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the tension at 435

the two ends of each cable, i.e., T1(t) = T(x1 ,t), T2(t) = T(xn ,t), 436

T3(t) = T(xn+1 ,t), and T4(t) = T (x2n , t). 437

The input motor is simulated to follow a sinusoidal oscillatory 438

motion profile. At each time step, based on the aforementioned 439

discussion, the last moving node of each cable is estimated for 440

the given input motion. The tension and displacements of all the 441

nodes up to the last moving node are calculated accordingly. If 442

one of the cables goes slack, the parameters for the other cable 443

are calculated as an independent cable with the corresponding 444

load, since the slack cable no longer affects its motion. Based 445

on the earlier analysis, the motion of the system can be divided 446

in two categories: 1) both cables taut or 2) either cable slack. 447

Simulations are carried out for the two-cable system, where 448

each cable is of length 2 m, looped thrice, with a pretension of T 0 449

= 10 N; the equivalent stiffness of the cable-conduit system is 450

1 kN/m, and the environment stiffness is 0.4 kN·m. The cables 451

are divided in 16 sections each, and a time step of 0.25 ms 452

was used for the simulations. A sinusoidal motion of amplitude 453

1 rad and frequency of 1 Hz is applied as the input. Simu- 454

lation results are shown in Fig. 5. Various time instants have 455

been marked by numbers to facilitate the comparison of var- 456

ious parameters as well as correlating the trends in different 457

plots. For simplicity, time instant 1 has been chosen when the 458

direction of motion changes for the first time. The tension trans- 459

mission across the two cables, i.e., cable A and cable B, is 460

shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Although the tension 461

transmission profiles are largely similar to the case of single 462

cable transmission, differences due to cable coupling are visible 463

as “peaks” in the transmission profile (highlighted by the dotted 464

circle), which are discussed in detail later in the section as phase 465

II (one cable pulling another cable). The overall tension profiles 466
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Fig. 5. Transmission profile with various time instants. (a) Tension transmission across cable A (T 1 versus T 2 ) and (b) across cable B (T 3 versus T 4 ).
(c) Torque transmission from the actuator (τin ) to the load (τout ). (d) Angular rotation transmission from the drive pulley (θin ) to the follower pulley (θout ).

are similar for the two cables, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b),467

however, with different states at any time instant.468

Apart from comparing the tension variation, in the case of469

the two-cable system, we can also compare torque and an-470

gular motion transmission from the actuator to the load. The471

torque transmission is shown in Fig. 5(c), and the angular mo-472

tion propagation is shown in Fig. 5(d). Both the torque and473

motion transmission follow a backlash type of profile, however,474

with different slopes and widths.475

To understand the mechanism of motion propagation across476

the cable, consider Fig. 6, showing the variation of output torque477

versus input torque (τin versus τout). The transmission profile478

can be divided in various phases, as marked in the figure. These479

phases can be briefly described as follows.480

1) Output pulley not moving: When the motion has not prop-481

agated to the distal end of either of the two cables (i.e., the482

output load), both the cables move independently, and as483

a result, no torque is transmitted to the output, and the out-484

put pulley does not move. This corresponds to the width485

of the backlash, as represented by the flat sections (time486

intervals 1–2 and 5–6 in Fig. 5).487

2) One cable pulling another cable: Because of difference488

in tension across the two cables, friction levels are also489

different, and as a result, the rate of motion propagation490

varying across the two cables is also different. Therefore,491

there are time instances when motion propagates to the492

end of only one cable (without loss of generality assume493

Fig. 6. Torque transmission profile.

cable A), while the other cable (cable B) is partially mov- 494

ing. Thus, cable A is causing the output pulley to move, as 495

well as the distal end of cable B, while the (partial) motion 496

of the drive end of cable B does not influence the motion 497

of the load pulley. This gives rise to the section with small 498

slope in the backlash profile (time intervals 2–3 and 6–7), 499

since only one cable is active in motion transmission to 500

the load, which is also referred to as soft spring [12]. In 501
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Fig. 7. Tension variation across the length of the two cables.

the tension transmission profile, this gives rise to the phase502

when (in cable B); although the tension at the drive end503

of the cable is decreasing, the tension at the follower end504

is increasing (due to pulling by cable A), as shown by the505

solid brown line in Fig. 7 and dotted circle in Fig. 5(a).506

Thus, the interaction between the two cables gives rise507

to these counter-intuitive peaks in tension transmission508

profile, which is not visible in the case of single cable.509

3) Both cables moving: When the last moving nodes of both510

the cables coincide, both the cables collectively move,511

transmitting torque to the output, which corresponds to512

the slope of the backlash in the torque as well as motion513

transmission (time intervals 3–4 and 7–8).514

4) One cable slack, while other cable is moving: Depending515

on the input motion profile and the pretension, large ten-516

sion drop across one of the cable can lead to cable slacking,517

while the tension across the other cable increases, and it518

keeps moving. This decreases the slope of the backlash,519

since only one cable is effectively transmitting motion,520

and hence, the apparent stiffness of the system reduces521

(time intervals 8–1 and 4–5). This phase can be further522

subdivided into two cases: a) Motion of the drive pul-523

ley continues in the same direction, and b) drive pulley524

changes its direction of motion.525

These four phases define the cable motion. While phases I526

and II are generally of short time duration, phases III and IV527

govern the motion during most of the operation. Note that the528

occurrence and strength of all these phases are dependent on529

cable pretension as well as the amplitude of the input motion,530

apart from physical parameters of the system like cable length,531

stiffness, friction level, and environmental stiffness. From these532

plots, it is evident that friction not only causes a backlash type of533

transmission profile but also leads to other phenomenon, such as534

changes in the slope of the transmission due to cable slacking,535

introduction of small slopes in the torque transmission, as well536

as opposite tension variations at two ends of the cable due to537

partial motion propagation.538

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulation results for T 0 = 7.3 N, using the original
parameter estimates.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 539

To validate our simulation, experiments were performed us- 540

ing the setup described in Section II. The actuation cables were 541

0.52 mm in diameter, uncoated stainless steel 7 × 19 wire rope 542

that is approximately 1.6 m in length and wrapped around 543

12-mm-diameter motor pulleys. The stainless steel conduits 544

were 1.2 m in length, made from 0.49-mm-diameter wire 545

wrapped into a close-packed spring with an inner diameter of 546

1.29 mm. The two motors were controlled using the dSpace 547

control board. For this study, the pretension in the cables and 548

shape of the conduit could be varied and controlled. Pulley ro- 549

tation was measured with a resolution of 0.18◦. Pulley torque 550

was measured with an accuracy of 0.1 mN·m over a range of 551

100 mN·m, while the combined cable tension measured by the 552

load cell had an accuracy of 0.1 N over a range of 45 N. 553

To correlate the experimental results with the simulation, sev- 554

eral system properties were experimentally estimated. In partic- 555

ular, the stiffness of the cable and conduits were measured to be 556

15.43 and 137.76 kN/m, respectively. Since the cable and the 557

conduits act as springs in parallel, the equivalent cable stiffness 558

was calculated to be 13.88 kN/m. Force relaxation or the creep 559

of the cable was measured to be approximately 10.5%, with 560

a time constant of approximately 30 s and, therefore, deemed 561

negligible for these initial experiments. The friction coefficient 562

between the cable and the conduit was measured to be 0.147, 563

and the viscous friction was negligible and could be ignored as 564

experimental error. 565

Fig. 8 shows the experimental and simulation results for a 566

half loop in the conduit. The pretension in the experiments 567

was approximately set at T 0 = 7.3 N, applying a uniform pre- 568

tension across the cable not being possible due to the friction 569

effects. The simulations capture all the major trends observed 570

in experiments and match the numbers closely. In the experi- 571

mental results, for the tension transmission profile, we observe a 572

hump or a peak as predicted by the simulations. In addition, the 573
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Fig. 9. Fitting of experimental results and simulation results for the recalcu-
lated cable parameter k = 7.5 kN/m, and µ = 0.156.

TABLE I
NORMALIZED ERROR PERCENTAGE

backlash in the torque and motion transmission is similar to574

what is predicted in the simulation results.575

To analyze, goodness of fit between simulation and experi-576

mental results, the model was fitted on the experimental data577

to back calculate the cable stiffness and friction coefficients as578

7.75 kN/m and 0.156, respectively. Using these parameters, the579

simulations were carried out again and compared with experi-580

mental results, as shown in Fig. 9. Table I shows the normalized581

rms percentage over one cycle for various parameters.582

In the following sections, the effect of variation in cable583

pretension and conduit path has been studied, and the change584

of behavior as captured by simulations and experiments are585

compared.586

A. Variation of Conduit Path587

Friction is exponentially correlated to the angle of curvature588

of the conduit. Thus, increasing the curvature angle should in-589

crease the friction and, hence, larger backlash width. Larger590

friction also leads to longer time periods when one of the cables591

is slack, while the other cable is moving (phase IV), as well592

as smaller slope during this phase. To verify this, the curvature593

angle of the conduit is varied, while all the other parameters are594

kept constant, and its effect on the transmission profile is ob-595

served. For simplicity, the conduit shape was changed by adding596

additional ‘‘half-loops’’ or 180◦ of bend. For introducing loops,597

the entire length of the conduits was used such that the radius of598

curvature remained constant throughout the conduit. To main-599

tain uniformity in pretension, cables were loaded after changing600

the number of loops. The simulation results in Fig. 10(b) match601

well with the experimental results in Fig. 10(a). An increase in602

Fig. 10. Variation in torque transmission with number of loops. (a) Experi-
mental results for different number of loops in conduit. (b) Simulation results
for corresponding number of loops.

the backlash width, as well as change in the slope, as seen in ex- 603

perimental results, have been well predicted by the simulations. 604

605

B. Variation of Pretension 606

Since, according to (2), the tension loss is directly propor- 607

tional to pretension, increasing the pretension increases the 608

backlash. For a large pretension of 7 N, cables do not slack, 609

and therefore, phase IV is not present. For a pretension of 610

3.5 N, phase IV is present, when one cable goes slack, while the 611

other is still moving. This is also visible for the pretension of 612

0.7 N, but in this case, an additional trend is present, showing the 613

second case of phase IV when one cable remains slack, while 614

the other cable is moving, and the input switches its direction 615

of motion. Experimental results in Fig. 11(a) show the change 616

in the backlash width as well as cable slacking (both phase IVa 617

and IVb), which can also be observed in simulation results in 618

Fig. 11(b). 619

C. Variation of Loop Radius 620

According to (4), tension variation across the cable is related 621

to ∆x/R
.= ∆θ. Therefore, for a constant angle of curvature ∆θ, 622

the model predicts that there is no effect on system behavior with 623

a change in the radius of curvature. To verify this, experiments 624

were carried out for three different loop radii of 4.57, 6.35, and 625

7.62 cm (1.8, 2.5, and 3 in), while keeping the curvature angle 626
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Fig. 11. Variation in torque transmission with pretension in the cables. (a)
Experimental results for different cable pretension. (b) Simulation results for
corresponding variation in pretension.

same. Constant radius was implemented by wrapping the con-627

duit around a circular object. Similar to Section V-A, pretension628

was applied after changing the number of loops. Corresponding629

experimental torque profiles are shown in Fig. 12(a)–(c), while630

the simulation result is shown in Fig. 12(d). From the plots, it631

can be inferred that the variation with the loop radius is minimal,632

as predicted by the model.633

VI. CONCLUSION634

Although using a pair of cables in pull–pull configuration635

provides simple and cost-effective power transmission in a sur-636

gical robot as well as other robotic devices, its use has been637

limited due to the nonlinearities generated due to friction and638

compliance present in the system. A system model was needed639

to analyze the nonlinearities in the system and to understand the640

tradeoffs involved arising from tension losses and cable slacking641

due to friction. While transmission models have been developed642

earlier, their application scope was quite restricted due to the as-643

sumptions of single-cable transmission, constant curvature, and644

cable pretension.645

In this paper, starting from the system dynamics, we have646

developed a discretized model of the transmission characteris-647

tics of the system. The model has been validated on the ex-648

perimental setup developed, which emulates a typical robot649

actuation. Simulations were successful not only in predict-650

ing the trends of the transmission characteristics in the ex-651

Fig. 12. Variation in torque transmission with loop radius. Experimental re-
sults for loop radius (a) 4.57 cm, (b) 5.35 cm, (c) 7.62 cm, and (d) corresponding
simulation result.

perimental setup but in the magnitudes of various parame- 652

ters with high accuracy as well. The differences in experi- 653

mental and simulation results can be attributed to various ap- 654

proximations inherent in the system modeling, experimental 655

errors, as well as errors in system parameter identification. 656

Although due care was taken, kinks may have been inad- 657

vertently introduced in the cables, which also deteriorate the 658

system performance. 659

For the modeling cable inertia that has been neglected, typ- 660

ical cable mass is less than 2 gm/m for the steel cables used. 661

However, at extremely low-tension levels and inflection or sin- 662

gularity points in motion trajectory, inertia may not be negligi- 663

ble. The simulations use static Coulomb friction model. Using a 664

dynamic friction model, like Dahl’s friction model, may provide 665

better results. The use of Coulomb friction model, together with 666

negligible inertia, might be the reason of sharp transition in sim- 667

ulations, which are not present in the experimental results. The 668

model also neglects the effects of force relaxation and friction 669

effects at the two pulleys. Although placement of the loop along 670

the conduit has not been explicitly discussed, the model captures 671

its effects by appropriately defining the conduit curvature. Loop 672

placement does not directly change the capstan effect; however, 673

it changes the cable elongation and, therefore, also changes the 674

overall transmission profile. 675

Although the environmental load has been assumed as a tor- 676

sional spring, it can be conveniently modified for a generic 677

load in (25). Although corresponding simulations have not been 678

carried out, the results are expected to follow a similar fric- 679

tion dependent backlash-type behavior, since the deadband is 680

dependent on friction due to cable pretension and not on the ex- 681

ternal load. For the experiments, a constant radius has been used. 682

However, in practice, various sensors, e.g., fiber optic sensors 683

can be placed along the conduit, which can be used to estimate 684

the conduit curvature. The model can be further improved by 685

incorporating the load dynamics. The current model assumes 686

high-conduit bending stiffness and does not model the changes 687
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in pretension, which occur due to the changes in the path of688

conduit due to lateral forces exerted by the cable.689

This system model, while reinforcing the results obtained in690

other publications, also bring up some key phenomena not ob-691

served earlier, particularly due to cable coupling. An attempt692

has been made to duly highlight all these aspects using the sim-693

ulation results. Apart from torque transmission, motion trans-694

mission, which is necessary for position control, has also been695

presented, which was completely ignored in previous work. Fur-696

thermore, due analysis has been done to highlight all the physi-697

cal parameters, as well as experimental conditions, which affect698

the motion transmission. Since the model has been validated,699

in the future, this model can be used to develop new control700

strategies for both force control as well as position control. An701

effective controller implementation can lead to active usage of702

cable drives in robotic systems, particularly in surgical robots,703

where the cable conduits can bring dexterity and flexibility in704

laparoscopic surgical robots, which the current systems lack.705
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Modeling of Transmission Characteristics Across
a Cable-Conduit System
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Abstract—Many robotic systems, like surgical robots, robotic
Q1

4
hands, and exoskeleton robots, use cable passing through conduits5
to actuate remote instruments. Cable actuation simplifies the de-6
sign and allows the actuator to be located at a convenient location,7
away from the end effector. However, nonlinear frictions between8
the cable and the conduit account for major losses in tension trans-9
mission across the cable, and a model is needed to characterize10
their effects in order to analyze and compensate for them. Al-11
though some models have been proposed in the literature, they are12
lumped parameter based and restricted to the very special case of a13
single cable with constant conduit curvature and constant preten-14
sion across the cable only. This paper proposes a mathematically15
rigorous distributed parameter model for cable-conduit actuation16
with any curvature and initial tension profile across the cable. The17
model, which is described by a set of partial differential equations18
in the continuous time-domain, is also discretized for the effective19
numerical simulation of the cable motion and tension transmis-20
sion across the cable. Unlike the existing lumped-parameter-based21
models, the resultant discretized model enables one to accurately22
simulate the partial-moving/partial-sticking cable motion of the23
cable-conduit actuation with any curvature and initial tension pro-24
file. The model is further extended to cable-conduit actuation in25
pull–pull configuration using a pair of cables. Various simulations26
results are presented to reveal the unique phenomena like back-27
lash, cable slacking, the interaction between the two cables, and28
other nonlinear behaviors associated with the cable conduits in29
pull–pull configuration. These results are verified by experiments30
using two dc motors coupled with a cable-conduit pair. The experi-31
mental setup has been prepared to emulate a typical cable-actuated32
robotic system. Experimental results are compared with the simu-33
lations and various implications are discussed.34

Index Terms—Cable-conduit actuation, cable compliance, fric-35
tion, pull–pull configuration, surgical robot.36

I. INTRODUCTION37

SURGICAL robots often utilize cable-conduit pairs in a38

pull–pull configuration to actuate the patient-side manipu-39

lators and slave instruments [2], [3]. Cable transmissions are pre-40

ferred because they can provide adequate power through narrow41
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tortuous pathways and allow the actuators to be located safely 42

away from the patient. Cables are light weight and cost effective 43

and greatly simplify the transmission. Cable-conduit actuation, 44

which is also sometimes known as tendon sheath, or Bowden 45

cable actuation, is also used in many robotic hands [4]–[6], as 46

well as colonoscopy devices [7], [8]. To develop power dense 47

yet ergonomic actuation for wearable interfaces, cable actua- 48

tion is also used in exoskeleton robots [9]–[11]. The control of 49

these systems, however, is challenging due to cable compliance 50

and friction within the conduit. These nonlinearities introduce 51

significant tension losses across the cable and give rise to mo- 52

tion backlash, cable slack, and input-dependent stability of the 53

servo system [12], [13]. In the absence of a transmission model 54

for the cable-conduit system, these nonlinear behaviors are not 55

accounted for [9]–[11], leading to poor system performance. Al- 56

though various physical measures are adopted including using 57

PTFE-coated steel cables sliding in slightly preloaded Kevlar- 58

reinforced housings [10] and keeping the cable-wrapping angles 59

and pretension to low levels, they can only improve the system 60

performance to a certain degree. Beyond that, one has to rely Q361

on effective control algorithms to improve the performance, 62

which stresses the importance of developing a model for the 63

transmission characteristics. This paper develops a model for 64

the transmission characteristics in cable-conduit mechanisms to 65

effectively analyze such a system. 66

Kaneko et al. [12] performed experiments on torque trans- 67

mission from the actuator to the finger joint using a pair of 68

cables passing through conduits. However, no analytical model 69

was developed. These experiments assumed a large value of 70

pretension in the cable to avoid any slacking. Since friction 71

forces are directly dependent on cable pretension, it leads to a 72

tradeoff between tension losses and cable slacking. Thus, cable 73

slacking is an important phenomenon that should be addressed. 74

Later on, the authors developed a model for a single cable pass- 75

ing through the conduit of fixed constant curvature with a given 76

constant pretension throughout the cable [14], [15]. Based on the 77

model, they analytically calculated the equivalent cable stiffness 78

for a single cable. Furthermore, the authors proposed a lumped- 79

mass numerical model for tension transmission across the cable. 80

Through their model, they demonstrated the cable-conduit sys- 81

tem display direction-dependent behavior and, hence, cannot be 82

treated as a simple spring. However, their model essentially as- 83

sumes that all points on the cable have the same initial pretension 84

of a constant value and, as such, cannot consider the general be- 85

havior of a cable-conduit transmission, where the initial tension 86

depends on the spatial positions. The calculation of last moving 87

point when using multiple-lumped elements also assumes the 88

same constant pretension across all elements, which essentially 89
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ignores the spatial dependence of the tension transmission across90

the cable and prevents accurate study of some of the unique91

phenomena associated with the cable-conduit actuation mecha-92

nisms, such as partial moving/partial sticking. In practice, due93

to the presence of friction, the residual tension or initial tension94

profile depends on the time history of past applied forces and95

cannot be assumed to be uniform across the cable. Moreover,96

in many applications, like surgical robots and exoskeletons, the97

conduit curvatures are path dependent, and thus, the model can-98

not be applied directly for these applications. Because of these99

issues, the assumption of constant curvature and a predetermined100

constant pretension across the entire cable severely limits the101

usefulness of the model. Palli and Melchiorri [16], [17] fur-102

ther refined the model using a dynamic Dahl’s friction model103

instead of the simple Coulomb friction model but made the104

same assumptions of constant pretension and curvature for the105

lumped-element models. Furthermore, all these existing models106

only focus on power transmission using a single cable conduit107

and, therefore, cannot address the unique phenomena of cable108

slacking and cable interaction associated with the systems using109

a pair of cables for power transmission, like the ones studied in110

this paper.111

Instead of using the lumped-mass analysis, this paper first de-112

velops an exact, continuous time-domain model described by a113

set of partial differential equations (PDE’s), which is applicable114

to cable-conduit systems with any pretension and curvature pro-115

files. In addition, this paper considers the complex interaction116

between a pair of cables in pull–pull. The exact infinite-117

dimensional model is then discretized to generate effective118

numerical simulation algorithms for motion and power transmis-119

sions. This can be used to solve the nonlinear system response to120

predict cable slacking and overall transmission characteristics121

of the system. The model is validated through experiments.122

Unlike the single-cable system discussed in detail in the ear-123

lier research, the use of pair of cables induces cable interaction124

leading to behavior that is completely absent in the prior cases.125

While the previous models have been developed using lumped-126

mass analysis with inertia, our work uses the exact distributed127

system dynamics to generate the discretized model for analysis128

and simulation, although the cable inertia is neglected. Further-129

more, the phenomenon of partial cable segment, which causes130

the cable interaction, can be explained. The approximation er-131

rors in the discretization process have been clearly laid out as132

well. Moreover, while only force transmission has been ana-133

lyzed in previous research, motion transmission has also been134

presented here, which is particularly important for surgical de-135

vices, which are usually operated in position control mode. In136

the following sections, the setup of the problem is discussed137

followed by details of the proposed model and the simulation138

results. The methodology of experiments is outlined, and exper-139

imental results are presented and compared with the simulation140

results.141

II. MOTIVATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP142

In cable-drive robots, the slave manipulators are mechanically143

actuated using cable drives passing through a thin tube or con-144

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

duit. Nonlinearities are introduced in motion transmission due to 145

the friction forces between the cable and the conduit. Moreover, 146

tension losses across the cable necessitate much higher actuat- 147

ing forces for relatively small loads. While high pretension is 148

desired to avoid cable slacking, it comes with a drawback of 149

higher friction forces. However, lower pretension leads to cable 150

slacking. Thus, a tradeoff is required between cable slacking and 151

large actuation forces. Since it is difficult to place sensors at the 152

distal ends of the highly miniaturized instrument, such as in a 153

surgical robot, the position and applied forces of the tool tip are 154

difficult to estimate and control. Hence, the resultant accuracy 155

of the system is extremely poor, as compared with industrial 156

robots. In surgical robots, this results in continuous adjustment 157

of the actuating input by the human in the loop, thereby poten- 158

tially affecting the performance of the surgeon. The objective of 159

this research is to model cable actuation in such a system and 160

characterize the force and motion transmission from the actua- 161

tor to the load. Ultimately, these models can be used to improve 162

the control strategy of the system. 163

A typical load actuation system of a cable actuated robot has 164

been emulated in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. A 165

schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 2. A two-cable pull– 166

pull transmission is used, actuated with two brushed dc motors 167

mounted on linear slides. The first motor is controlled as the 168

input or the drive motor, while the second motor simulates a 169

passive load or environment. Each cable passes through a flex- 170

ible conduit and is wrapped around pulleys attached to each of 171

the dc motors. The tightly wound spring wire conduits are fixed 172

at each end using two plates attached to the same platforms on 173

which the linear slides are mounted. This way, the platforms 174

holding the plates are free to move in space, and applying a ten- 175

sion in the cable is counteracted by a compression in the conduit 176

with no forces being transmitted through the ground. The cable 177

and the conduit, therefore, act as springs in parallel. 178

The actuator or the drive motor is run in position control mode, 179

while the follower motor is run in torque control mode. The load 180

is simulated as a torsional spring such that the restoring torque 181

applied by the motor is proportional to the angle of rotation. 182
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Fig. 2. Model of the experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Motion of the cable element.

Encoders are used to measure the angular rotation of the two183

motors. The current flowing across the two motors is used to184

estimate the torque applied by the pulley, which is proportional185

to the difference in the two cable tensions on each side. The sum186

of the tensions being applied by the two cables on each motor187

is measured using load cells mounted between the linear slide188

and conduit-termination plate. Using the torque values and the189

load cell measurements, tension at the two ends of each cable190

can be calculated.191

III. DYNAMIC MODEL192

A. System Governing Equations193

Consider the setup shown in Fig. 3, where two flexible cables,194

i.e., cable A and cable B, pass through fixed conduits of pre-195

defined curvature R(x), where x denotes the position along the196

conduit. At t = 0, actuator starts to move the cables. To model197

the motion of the cable, we make the following assumptions.198

1) Inertia effects in the cable can be neglected.199

2) The cable is restricted to move along conduit (no trans-200

verse motion).201

3) Interaction between the cable and the conduit is through a202

normal force and friction (Coulomb friction).203

Fig. 4. Forces balance diagram of cable element.

4) Constitutive behavior of the cable is assumed to be elastic, 204

defined by the standard Hooke’s law. 205

When at relaxing state (i.e., no tension) without slacking, 206

points on the cable can be uniquely indexed by the conduit posi- 207

tion x. For the point on the cable indexed by x, let u(x,t) denote 208

its axial displacement at time t, and let T(x,t) be the correspond- 209

ing axial tension of the cable. For notational simplicity, in the 210

following, the partial derivative of a function T(x,t) with respect 211

to the spatial variable x will be denoted by T’(x,t) and the partial 212

derivative with respect to the time variable t by Ṫ (x, t). 213

To obtain the dynamic model of the motion and force transmit- 214

ted through the cable, consider the movement of an infinitesimal 215

cable segment [x, x + dx], as shown in cable A of Fig. 3 with 216

an enlarged view shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, N(x,t) denote the 217

normal force between the cable and the conduit. f(x,t) is the fric- 218

tional force acting on the cable. For this infinitesimal segment, 219

the radius of curvature can be assumed to be constant, given by 220

R(x), and the infinitesimal angle dθ (x) shown in Fig. 4 is related 221

to dx by dx = R(x)dθ(x). As there is no cable movement along 222

the radial direction of the conduit, through the force balancing 223

equation, the normal reaction force acting on this infinitesimal 224

cable element is related to the tensions at the two ends by 225

N(x, t) = T (x, t) sin
(

dθ(x)
2

)
+ T (x + dx, t) sin

(
dθ(x)

2

)

≈ T (x, t)dθ(x). (1)

Thus, from the Coulomb friction model, we know that 226

|f (x, t) | ≤ µN (x, t) = µT (x, t) dθ (x) = µT (x, t)
dx

R (x)
.

(2)

As the inertia of the cable is neglected, the force balance equa- 227

tion applies to the axial direction of the conduit (i.e., the cable 228

movement direction) as well. Therefore, when the net axial 229

tension force T(x+dx,t) – T(x,t) = T’(x,t)dx is less than the 230

right-hand side of (2), i.e., |T ′(x, t)| < µT (x, t)/R(x), the ca- 231

ble segment will not move, and the actual friction f(x,t) has the 232

same magnitude as the net axial tension force, i.e., 233

u̇(x, t) = 0 and f(x, t) = T ′(x, t)dx. (3)
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On the other hand, when the cable segment moves due to the net234

axial tension forces, friction will be at its maximum value, as235

given by (2), i.e., f(x, t) = (µT (x, t)/R(x))sign (u̇(x, t)) dx.236

Thus, from the force balance equation237

T ′(x, t)dx =
µT (x, t)
R(x)sign

(u̇(x, t)) dx when u̇ �= 0. (4)

To calculate the cable strain along the conduit path u′(x, t), it238

is assumed that, when stretching, Hooke’s law of elasticity can239

be used by modeling the cable as a linear spring with stiffness K,240

and when compressing or cable slacking, no force transmitted241

through the cable. Since the cable and the conduit act in parallel,242

K is the combined stiffness of the system. Thus243

T (x, t) = K u′(x, t) when u′(x, t) > 0

T (x, t) = 0 when u′(x, t) ≤ 0

where
1
K

=
1

Kcable
+

1
Kconduit

. (5)

Combing (3)–(5), the overall distributed dynamic model of the244

motion and tension across the cable is described by the following245

sets of PDEs:246

when u′(x, t) > 0, T (x, t) = K u′(x, t) and

i) u′′(x, t) − µ

R(x)
u′(x, t)sign (u̇(x, t)) = 0

if |u′′(x, t)| =
µ

R(x)
u′(x, t)

ii) u̇(x, t) = 0, otherwise

when u′(x, t) ≤ 0

iii) T (x, t) = 0. (6)

Aside from the aforementioned governing equations, to cal-247

culate the motion and tension transmission across the cable,248

one needs the initial conditions and the boundary conditions as249

well. Thus, to be able to precisely describe the cable dynamic250

behavior, it is absolutely necessary to specify the initial cable251

displacement profile u0(x), i.e.,252

u(x, 0) = u0(x) (7)

and the boundary conditions of the cable at the two ends, de-253

pending on the environment to which the cable is attached. For254

example, consider a cable with the end at x = 0 connected to255

an environment having a predefined movement of gid(t) and the256

other end at x = L fixed to a stiff environment having a stiffness257

of Ke ; then, noting (7), the boundary conditions for solving the258

cable movement would be259

u (0, t) = gid (t)

u (L, t) = − 1
Ke

T (L, t) = − K

Ke
u′(L, t). (8)

Remark 1: In the earlier development of the mathematically260

rigorous distributed parameter model for cable-conduit actua-261

tion, no restriction is put on the curvature of the conduit, i.e.,262

R(x) could be any function. This is in contrast with the pre-263

vious work in [14]–[17], where constant curvature is assumed264

across each cable segment. Furthermore, no restriction is put on 265

the initial cable displacement profile u0(x), and thus, the initial 266

tension profile of T (x, 0) = K u′ (x, 0) = K u′
0 (x) (assume 267

that u′
0 (x) ≥ 0). It is noted that all the previous work [14]– 268

[17] assume a constant initial tension profile of T (x, 0) = T0 , 269

which is hardly true in reality due to the distributed friction 270

effect across the cable. Thus, although some of the discretized 271

equations on the tension transmission for a particular segment 272

introduced in the following section may look somewhat similar 273

to those in [14]–[17], the overall modeling process is funda- 274

mentally different from the previous work. In addition, cable 275

slacking is explicitly taken into account in the proposed model, 276

which cannot be addressed using previous work. 277

B. Discretized Model 278

Since it is impossible to analytically solve the PDEs (6), in 279

practice, discretized element models based on these governing 280

equations are obtained for realistic computer simulations, which 281

is the subject of this section. As shown by cable B in Fig. 3, the 282

each cable is divided into n cable segments, with nodes at x1 = 283

0, x2 = ∆x1 , x3 = x2 + ∆x2 , . . . , and xn = xn−1 + ∆xn = 284∑n
i=1 ∆xi = L. The displacement and tension of the two ends 285

of each segment will be calculated at discrete time instants using 286

the discretized elemental equations as follows. 287

Consider the ith cable segment between nodes i and i + 1. 288

Let T(xi ,tj ) and u(xi ,tj ) be the tension and the displacement of 289

the ith node, respectively, at time tj . We neglect small variations 290

in radius of curvature over the cable segment and denote it by 291

R(xi). It should be noted that such a standard discretization 292

approximation is different from the assumption of constant cur- 293

vature across the entire cable in the previous work [14]–[17] 294

as one can always choose the discretization segment length ∆xi 295

small enough to make the approximation error arbitrarily small 296

in the proposed approach. Without considering the segments, 297

which are completely slacking (i.e., the segment of u′(x, t) < 0, 298

which could happen at the two ends of the cable due to certain 299

imposed boundary conditions) as they are not the normal work- 300

ing modes for cable actuated devices, all cable segments can be 301

divided into three different categories as follows. 302

Case 1: The entire segment is moving. Since u̇ (x, t) �= 0 for 303

the cable segment (xi ,xi+ 1], the first case of (6) or, equiv- 304

alently, (4) applies. Thus, noting the discretization approx- 305

imation assumption that R(x) = R(xi) and sign (u̇(x, t)) = 306

sign (u̇(xi, t)) ∀x ∈ (xi, xi+1] , one can integrate (4) over the 307

segment as follows: 308

∫ x

xi

T ′(x, t)
T (x, t)

dx =
∫ x

xi

µ

R(xi)
sign (u̇(xi, t)) dx

∀x∈ (xi, xi+1] . (9)

On integrating over the segment (xi ,x], we get 309

T (x, t) = T (xi, t) exp
(

µ (x − xi)
R (xi)

sign (u̇(xi, t))
)

. (10)

From (5), with the tension distribution of (10) over the segment, 310

the displacement or the stretch in the cable segment can be 311
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analytically calculated by312 ∫ x

xi

u′(x, t)dx

=
1
K

∫ x

xi

T (xi, t) exp
(

µ (x − xi)
R (xi)

sign (u̇(xi, t))
)

dx (11)

which, upon integration, gives us the following equation:313

u(x, t) − u(xi, t) =
R (xi)
Kµ

sign (u̇(xi, t)) T (xi, t)

×
[
exp

(
µ (x − xi)

R (xi)
sign (u̇(xi, t))

)
− 1

]
.

(12)

Therefore, at the discrete time instant tj , from (10) and (12), ten-314

sion and displacement of the two ends of the ith cable segment315

can be approximated as given by the following equations:316

T j
i+1 = T j

i exp
(

µ (xi+1 − xi)
R (xi)

Sj
i

)
(13)

uj
i+1 − uj

i = Sj
i

R (xi)
Kµ

Tj
i

[
exp

(
µ (xi+1 − xi)

R (xi)
Sj

i

)
− 1

]
(14)

where for compactness, the notation T j
i

∆= T (xi, tj ), uj
i

∆=317

u (xi, tj ), and Sj
i

∆= sign (u(xi, tj ) − u(xi, tj−1)) have been318

used.319

Case 2: The entire cable segment is stationary. Since the cable320

segment is stationary, the strain of the segment will not change.321

Subsequently, the tension of the segment does not change ei-322

ther. Thus, displacement and tension of the two nodes remain323

unchanged from the previous values, i.e.,324

T j
i = T j−1

i and T j
i+1 = T j−1

i+1

uj
i = uj−1

i and uj
i+1 = uj−1

i+1 . (15)

Case 3: A part of the cable segment is moving, while325

the rest of it is stationary. Without loss of generality, as-326

sume that node i is moving, while node i + 1 is sta-327

tionary. Let ξ be the last moving point on the cable seg-328

ment, i.e., ξ = max {x ∈ [xi, xi+1] : u (x, tj ) �= u (x, tj−1)}.329

Therefore, Case 1 applies for the section (xi , ξ], while Case 2330

for the rest of the segment. Thus, the tension and displacement331

remain unchanged over the section (ξ, xi+1], i.e.,332

T (x, tj ) = T (x, tj−1) and u(x, tj ) = u(x, tj−1)

∀x ∈ (ξ, xi+1] . (16)

Since only node information is preserved in the discrete time333

model, the actual tension and displacement of T (x, tj−1) and334

u(x, tj−1) for the section x ∈ (ξ, xi+1) in the previous time in-335

stance are lost at the current time instance. Thus, one cannot336

explicitly calculate the exact tension and displacement variation337

across the section (ξ, xi+1), and some sorts of further approxi-338

mations have to be made. Fortunately, since a small cable seg-339

ment is assumed in the discretization process, we may approxi-340

mate the strain over the segment by the strain calculated based341

on the average tension of the two ends of the cable segment, i.e.,342

assuming u′(x, t) ≈ (1/K)((T j
i + T j

i+1)/2), ∀x ∈ (xi, xi+1]. 343

With this approximation, the cable displacement over the seg- 344

ment can be calculated as follows: 345

u(x, t) − uj
i =

T j
i + T j

i+1

2K
(x − xi) ∀x ∈ (xi, xi+1] . (17)

Note that cable stretch, as calculated in (17), is accurate in case 346

of constant tension across the segment. In the case of the entire 347

segment being in motion as in Case 1, it represents a second- 348

order approximation of the tension profile given by (12), which 349

can be proven by noting (ey−1)/y = (1 + ey )/2 + O(y3). Com- 350

bining (16) and (17), the tension and displacement transmissions 351

over the segment are calculated by 352

uj
i+1 = uj−1

i+1 , T j
i+1 = T j−1

i+1 (18)

uj
i = uj

i+1 −
T j

i + T j
i+1

2K
(xi+1 − xi) . (19)

These three cases cover all the possible scenarios of motion 353

during the normal operating conditions. The analysis has been 354

carried out based on the system dynamics, making no assump- 355

tion related to the discretization for all the moving nodes. Spatial 356

discretization assumption is only made for the partially moving 357

cable segment. Thus, its effects are minimal. Since no assump- 358

tion has been made related to the temporal discretization, it does 359

not directly affect the simulations. However, it affects the last 360

moving point in the partially moving node and, thus, indirectly 361

affects the accuracy of the simulations. Although no analysis 362

has been presented here to determine the number of elements 363

into which the cable should be divided, simulations can be used 364

to find the optimal number of elements. We can now use these 365

equations to simulate the motion and torque transmission char- 366

acteristics of a cable-conduit system. 367

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 368

To simulate the motion and torque transmission, we start by 369

defining conduit shape, initial condition, and boundary condi- 370

tions, as discussed in (7) and (8). Although the initial pretension 371

may not be constant across the entire cable in practice, in order 372

to compare the proposed method with previous work, a constant 373

pretension T 0 is assumed in the following simulations, which 374

translates to the initial condition to 375

u′(x, 0) = T0/K or u(x, 0) = T0x/K + u(0, 0). (20)

The number of cable segments for simulations can be deter- 376

mined based on the accuracy levels desired, either by analysis 377

or by iterations. With initial condition in (20) and boundary 378

condition in (8), we simulate the system for required number 379

of segments for each cable, assuming that the system starts 380

from rest (or some pre-specified state). Because of the presence 381

of friction, motion transmission is not instantaneous. Thus, all 382

the segments do not start moving immediately when an input 383

motion is applied. Therefore, at any time instant, for each ca- 384

ble segment, it is identified whether the segment is moving, 385

partially moving, or stationary. Based on this information, the 386

‘‘last moving node’’ of the cable is estimated. 387
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Consider the motion of cable A. For simplicity, we assume388

that at t0 = 0, all the nodes are stationary. Without loss of389

generality, consider the case when the cable is being pulled at390

x1 = 0 with an enforced boundary given by (8), as shown in391

Fig. 3. Therefore, at t = t1 , u̇(x1 , t) = ġid (t) < 0 and the motion392

starts propagating along the cable. By the time tp , let node k be393

the ‘‘last moving node,’’ i.e., the motion has been propagated394

over the segments from 1 to k – 1 but has not reached node k395

+ 1. Thus, Case 1 in previous section applies to the first k–1396

segments, Case 3 for the segment k, and Case 2 for the rest of397

the segments, which leads to the following set of equations:398

Tp
1 exp

[
µ∆x1

R (x1)
Sp

1

]
− Tp

2 = 0

...

...

Tp
k−1 exp

[
µ∆xk−1

R (xk )
Sp

k−1

]
− Tp

k = 0 . . . k − 1 eqns.

(21)

up
2 − R (x1)

Kµ
Sp

1 Tp
1

[
exp

(
µ∆x1

R (x1)
Sp

1

)
− 1

]
= gid(tp)

up
3 − up

2 − R (x2)
Kµ

Sp
2 Tp

2

[
exp

(
µ∆x2

R (x2)
Sp

2

)
− 1

]
= 0

...

...

up
k − up

k−1 −
R (xk−1)

Kµ
Sp

k T p
k−1

[
exp

(
µ∆xk−1

R (xk−1)
Sp

k

)
− 1

]
= 0

up
k +

Tp
k

2
∆xk

K
= up−1

k+1 −
Tp−1

k+1

2
∆xk

K
. . . k eqns. (22)

With the boundary conditions imposed by the actuating mo-399

tion of the end of the cable, u(x1 ,tp ) = gid(tp ), and stationary400

node k + 1, u(xk+1 ,tp ) = u(xk+1 ,tp − 1), the motion of all the in-401

termediate nodes u(x2 ,tp ), u(x2 ,tp ),. . ., u(xk ,tp ) are unknown (k402

– 1 unknowns). In addition, tension of the first k nodes T(x1 ,tp ),403

T(x2 ,tp ), . . ., T(xk ,tp ) are unknown (k unknowns), the tension404

of node k + 1 being known from previous time step. Therefore,405

these 2k – 1 unknown displacement and tension variables can406

be calculated by simultaneously solving the 2k – 1 equations in407

(21) and (22). The kth cable segment starts to move, and node k408

+ 1 becomes the last moving node at time tq when the following409

condition is satisfied:410

T (xk+1 , tq−1)Sp
k ≥ T (xk , tq )Sp

k exp
[

µ∆xk

R (xk )
Sp

k

]
. (23)

As the nodes at x1 and xn+ 1 keep on moving, tension at the in-411

put ends keep on changing, and motion propagates along the two412

cables A and B. Eventually, the last moving nodes of both the413

cables coincide and the cables start to move en masse. Apart414

from computational perspective, the concept of last moving415

node also helps us in physically analyzing the partial motion416

transmission across the cable. This becomes particularly useful 417

for understanding the coupled motion transmission in a two- 418

cable system, where one cable starts pulling another cable, as 419

elaborated upon later in this section. If, at any point in time, 420

tension on one of the cables becomes zero (cable goes slack), 421

e.g., cable B, only the nodes of the other cable, as well as the 422

distal node of the slack cable (i.e., node 1, 2,. . . , n, 2n in this 423

case), need to be solved for motion transmission. 424

Since the motion of two cables are constrained by the pulleys 425

connecting them, assuming no slacking at the two pulleys 426

u(xn , t) − u(x2n , t) = 2Roθo

u(xn , t) + u(x2n , t) = 2L. (24)

Simulations are carried out assuming negligible friction 427

losses at the pulleys as compared with the losses in the con- 428

duits. Thus, the boundary condition in (8) can be simplified as 429

follows: 430

τo = −Keθo = (T2 − T4)Ro (25)

where τo is the external torque being applied by the load, θo is 431

its angular rotation at the output, Ro is the radius of the pulley 432

attached to the load motor, Ke is the simulated environment 433

stiffness, 2L is the sum of two conduit lengths corresponding 434

to cables A and B, and Tk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the tension at 435

the two ends of each cable, i.e., T1(t) = T(x1 ,t), T2(t) = T(xn ,t), 436

T3(t) = T(xn+1 ,t), and T4(t) = T (x2n , t). 437

The input motor is simulated to follow a sinusoidal oscillatory 438

motion profile. At each time step, based on the aforementioned 439

discussion, the last moving node of each cable is estimated for 440

the given input motion. The tension and displacements of all the 441

nodes up to the last moving node are calculated accordingly. If 442

one of the cables goes slack, the parameters for the other cable 443

are calculated as an independent cable with the corresponding 444

load, since the slack cable no longer affects its motion. Based 445

on the earlier analysis, the motion of the system can be divided 446

in two categories: 1) both cables taut or 2) either cable slack. 447

Simulations are carried out for the two-cable system, where 448

each cable is of length 2 m, looped thrice, with a pretension of T 0 449

= 10 N; the equivalent stiffness of the cable-conduit system is 450

1 kN/m, and the environment stiffness is 0.4 kN·m. The cables 451

are divided in 16 sections each, and a time step of 0.25 ms 452

was used for the simulations. A sinusoidal motion of amplitude 453

1 rad and frequency of 1 Hz is applied as the input. Simu- 454

lation results are shown in Fig. 5. Various time instants have 455

been marked by numbers to facilitate the comparison of var- 456

ious parameters as well as correlating the trends in different 457

plots. For simplicity, time instant 1 has been chosen when the 458

direction of motion changes for the first time. The tension trans- 459

mission across the two cables, i.e., cable A and cable B, is 460

shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Although the tension 461

transmission profiles are largely similar to the case of single 462

cable transmission, differences due to cable coupling are visible 463

as “peaks” in the transmission profile (highlighted by the dotted 464

circle), which are discussed in detail later in the section as phase 465

II (one cable pulling another cable). The overall tension profiles 466
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Fig. 5. Transmission profile with various time instants. (a) Tension transmission across cable A (T 1 versus T 2 ) and (b) across cable B (T 3 versus T 4 ).
(c) Torque transmission from the actuator (τin ) to the load (τout ). (d) Angular rotation transmission from the drive pulley (θin ) to the follower pulley (θout ).

are similar for the two cables, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b),467

however, with different states at any time instant.468

Apart from comparing the tension variation, in the case of469

the two-cable system, we can also compare torque and an-470

gular motion transmission from the actuator to the load. The471

torque transmission is shown in Fig. 5(c), and the angular mo-472

tion propagation is shown in Fig. 5(d). Both the torque and473

motion transmission follow a backlash type of profile, however,474

with different slopes and widths.475

To understand the mechanism of motion propagation across476

the cable, consider Fig. 6, showing the variation of output torque477

versus input torque (τin versus τout). The transmission profile478

can be divided in various phases, as marked in the figure. These479

phases can be briefly described as follows.480

1) Output pulley not moving: When the motion has not prop-481

agated to the distal end of either of the two cables (i.e., the482

output load), both the cables move independently, and as483

a result, no torque is transmitted to the output, and the out-484

put pulley does not move. This corresponds to the width485

of the backlash, as represented by the flat sections (time486

intervals 1–2 and 5–6 in Fig. 5).487

2) One cable pulling another cable: Because of difference488

in tension across the two cables, friction levels are also489

different, and as a result, the rate of motion propagation490

varying across the two cables is also different. Therefore,491

there are time instances when motion propagates to the492

end of only one cable (without loss of generality assume493

Fig. 6. Torque transmission profile.

cable A), while the other cable (cable B) is partially mov- 494

ing. Thus, cable A is causing the output pulley to move, as 495

well as the distal end of cable B, while the (partial) motion 496

of the drive end of cable B does not influence the motion 497

of the load pulley. This gives rise to the section with small 498

slope in the backlash profile (time intervals 2–3 and 6–7), 499

since only one cable is active in motion transmission to 500

the load, which is also referred to as soft spring [12]. In 501
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Fig. 7. Tension variation across the length of the two cables.

the tension transmission profile, this gives rise to the phase502

when (in cable B); although the tension at the drive end503

of the cable is decreasing, the tension at the follower end504

is increasing (due to pulling by cable A), as shown by the505

solid brown line in Fig. 7 and dotted circle in Fig. 5(a).506

Thus, the interaction between the two cables gives rise507

to these counter-intuitive peaks in tension transmission508

profile, which is not visible in the case of single cable.509

3) Both cables moving: When the last moving nodes of both510

the cables coincide, both the cables collectively move,511

transmitting torque to the output, which corresponds to512

the slope of the backlash in the torque as well as motion513

transmission (time intervals 3–4 and 7–8).514

4) One cable slack, while other cable is moving: Depending515

on the input motion profile and the pretension, large ten-516

sion drop across one of the cable can lead to cable slacking,517

while the tension across the other cable increases, and it518

keeps moving. This decreases the slope of the backlash,519

since only one cable is effectively transmitting motion,520

and hence, the apparent stiffness of the system reduces521

(time intervals 8–1 and 4–5). This phase can be further522

subdivided into two cases: a) Motion of the drive pul-523

ley continues in the same direction, and b) drive pulley524

changes its direction of motion.525

These four phases define the cable motion. While phases I526

and II are generally of short time duration, phases III and IV527

govern the motion during most of the operation. Note that the528

occurrence and strength of all these phases are dependent on529

cable pretension as well as the amplitude of the input motion,530

apart from physical parameters of the system like cable length,531

stiffness, friction level, and environmental stiffness. From these532

plots, it is evident that friction not only causes a backlash type of533

transmission profile but also leads to other phenomenon, such as534

changes in the slope of the transmission due to cable slacking,535

introduction of small slopes in the torque transmission, as well536

as opposite tension variations at two ends of the cable due to537

partial motion propagation.538

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulation results for T 0 = 7.3 N, using the original
parameter estimates.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 539

To validate our simulation, experiments were performed us- 540

ing the setup described in Section II. The actuation cables were 541

0.52 mm in diameter, uncoated stainless steel 7 × 19 wire rope 542

that is approximately 1.6 m in length and wrapped around 543

12-mm-diameter motor pulleys. The stainless steel conduits 544

were 1.2 m in length, made from 0.49-mm-diameter wire 545

wrapped into a close-packed spring with an inner diameter of 546

1.29 mm. The two motors were controlled using the dSpace 547

control board. For this study, the pretension in the cables and 548

shape of the conduit could be varied and controlled. Pulley ro- 549

tation was measured with a resolution of 0.18◦. Pulley torque 550

was measured with an accuracy of 0.1 mN·m over a range of 551

100 mN·m, while the combined cable tension measured by the 552

load cell had an accuracy of 0.1 N over a range of 45 N. 553

To correlate the experimental results with the simulation, sev- 554

eral system properties were experimentally estimated. In partic- 555

ular, the stiffness of the cable and conduits were measured to be 556

15.43 and 137.76 kN/m, respectively. Since the cable and the 557

conduits act as springs in parallel, the equivalent cable stiffness 558

was calculated to be 13.88 kN/m. Force relaxation or the creep 559

of the cable was measured to be approximately 10.5%, with 560

a time constant of approximately 30 s and, therefore, deemed 561

negligible for these initial experiments. The friction coefficient 562

between the cable and the conduit was measured to be 0.147, 563

and the viscous friction was negligible and could be ignored as 564

experimental error. 565

Fig. 8 shows the experimental and simulation results for a 566

half loop in the conduit. The pretension in the experiments 567

was approximately set at T 0 = 7.3 N, applying a uniform pre- 568

tension across the cable not being possible due to the friction 569

effects. The simulations capture all the major trends observed 570

in experiments and match the numbers closely. In the experi- 571

mental results, for the tension transmission profile, we observe a 572

hump or a peak as predicted by the simulations. In addition, the 573
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Fig. 9. Fitting of experimental results and simulation results for the recalcu-
lated cable parameter k = 7.5 kN/m, and µ = 0.156.

TABLE I
NORMALIZED ERROR PERCENTAGE

backlash in the torque and motion transmission is similar to574

what is predicted in the simulation results.575

To analyze, goodness of fit between simulation and experi-576

mental results, the model was fitted on the experimental data577

to back calculate the cable stiffness and friction coefficients as578

7.75 kN/m and 0.156, respectively. Using these parameters, the579

simulations were carried out again and compared with experi-580

mental results, as shown in Fig. 9. Table I shows the normalized581

rms percentage over one cycle for various parameters.582

In the following sections, the effect of variation in cable583

pretension and conduit path has been studied, and the change584

of behavior as captured by simulations and experiments are585

compared.586

A. Variation of Conduit Path587

Friction is exponentially correlated to the angle of curvature588

of the conduit. Thus, increasing the curvature angle should in-589

crease the friction and, hence, larger backlash width. Larger590

friction also leads to longer time periods when one of the cables591

is slack, while the other cable is moving (phase IV), as well592

as smaller slope during this phase. To verify this, the curvature593

angle of the conduit is varied, while all the other parameters are594

kept constant, and its effect on the transmission profile is ob-595

served. For simplicity, the conduit shape was changed by adding596

additional ‘‘half-loops’’ or 180◦ of bend. For introducing loops,597

the entire length of the conduits was used such that the radius of598

curvature remained constant throughout the conduit. To main-599

tain uniformity in pretension, cables were loaded after changing600

the number of loops. The simulation results in Fig. 10(b) match601

well with the experimental results in Fig. 10(a). An increase in602

Fig. 10. Variation in torque transmission with number of loops. (a) Experi-
mental results for different number of loops in conduit. (b) Simulation results
for corresponding number of loops.

the backlash width, as well as change in the slope, as seen in ex- 603

perimental results, have been well predicted by the simulations. 604

605

B. Variation of Pretension 606

Since, according to (2), the tension loss is directly propor- 607

tional to pretension, increasing the pretension increases the 608

backlash. For a large pretension of 7 N, cables do not slack, 609

and therefore, phase IV is not present. For a pretension of 610

3.5 N, phase IV is present, when one cable goes slack, while the 611

other is still moving. This is also visible for the pretension of 612

0.7 N, but in this case, an additional trend is present, showing the 613

second case of phase IV when one cable remains slack, while 614

the other cable is moving, and the input switches its direction 615

of motion. Experimental results in Fig. 11(a) show the change 616

in the backlash width as well as cable slacking (both phase IVa 617

and IVb), which can also be observed in simulation results in 618

Fig. 11(b). 619

C. Variation of Loop Radius 620

According to (4), tension variation across the cable is related 621

to ∆x/R
.= ∆θ. Therefore, for a constant angle of curvature ∆θ, 622

the model predicts that there is no effect on system behavior with 623

a change in the radius of curvature. To verify this, experiments 624

were carried out for three different loop radii of 4.57, 6.35, and 625

7.62 cm (1.8, 2.5, and 3 in), while keeping the curvature angle 626
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Fig. 11. Variation in torque transmission with pretension in the cables. (a)
Experimental results for different cable pretension. (b) Simulation results for
corresponding variation in pretension.

same. Constant radius was implemented by wrapping the con-627

duit around a circular object. Similar to Section V-A, pretension628

was applied after changing the number of loops. Corresponding629

experimental torque profiles are shown in Fig. 12(a)–(c), while630

the simulation result is shown in Fig. 12(d). From the plots, it631

can be inferred that the variation with the loop radius is minimal,632

as predicted by the model.633

VI. CONCLUSION634

Although using a pair of cables in pull–pull configuration635

provides simple and cost-effective power transmission in a sur-636

gical robot as well as other robotic devices, its use has been637

limited due to the nonlinearities generated due to friction and638

compliance present in the system. A system model was needed639

to analyze the nonlinearities in the system and to understand the640

tradeoffs involved arising from tension losses and cable slacking641

due to friction. While transmission models have been developed642

earlier, their application scope was quite restricted due to the as-643

sumptions of single-cable transmission, constant curvature, and644

cable pretension.645

In this paper, starting from the system dynamics, we have646

developed a discretized model of the transmission characteris-647

tics of the system. The model has been validated on the ex-648

perimental setup developed, which emulates a typical robot649

actuation. Simulations were successful not only in predict-650

ing the trends of the transmission characteristics in the ex-651

Fig. 12. Variation in torque transmission with loop radius. Experimental re-
sults for loop radius (a) 4.57 cm, (b) 5.35 cm, (c) 7.62 cm, and (d) corresponding
simulation result.

perimental setup but in the magnitudes of various parame- 652

ters with high accuracy as well. The differences in experi- 653

mental and simulation results can be attributed to various ap- 654

proximations inherent in the system modeling, experimental 655

errors, as well as errors in system parameter identification. 656

Although due care was taken, kinks may have been inad- 657

vertently introduced in the cables, which also deteriorate the 658

system performance. 659

For the modeling cable inertia that has been neglected, typ- 660

ical cable mass is less than 2 gm/m for the steel cables used. 661

However, at extremely low-tension levels and inflection or sin- 662

gularity points in motion trajectory, inertia may not be negligi- 663

ble. The simulations use static Coulomb friction model. Using a 664

dynamic friction model, like Dahl’s friction model, may provide 665

better results. The use of Coulomb friction model, together with 666

negligible inertia, might be the reason of sharp transition in sim- 667

ulations, which are not present in the experimental results. The 668

model also neglects the effects of force relaxation and friction 669

effects at the two pulleys. Although placement of the loop along 670

the conduit has not been explicitly discussed, the model captures 671

its effects by appropriately defining the conduit curvature. Loop 672

placement does not directly change the capstan effect; however, 673

it changes the cable elongation and, therefore, also changes the 674

overall transmission profile. 675

Although the environmental load has been assumed as a tor- 676

sional spring, it can be conveniently modified for a generic 677

load in (25). Although corresponding simulations have not been 678

carried out, the results are expected to follow a similar fric- 679

tion dependent backlash-type behavior, since the deadband is 680

dependent on friction due to cable pretension and not on the ex- 681

ternal load. For the experiments, a constant radius has been used. 682

However, in practice, various sensors, e.g., fiber optic sensors 683

can be placed along the conduit, which can be used to estimate 684

the conduit curvature. The model can be further improved by 685

incorporating the load dynamics. The current model assumes 686

high-conduit bending stiffness and does not model the changes 687
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in pretension, which occur due to the changes in the path of688

conduit due to lateral forces exerted by the cable.689

This system model, while reinforcing the results obtained in690

other publications, also bring up some key phenomena not ob-691

served earlier, particularly due to cable coupling. An attempt692

has been made to duly highlight all these aspects using the sim-693

ulation results. Apart from torque transmission, motion trans-694

mission, which is necessary for position control, has also been695

presented, which was completely ignored in previous work. Fur-696

thermore, due analysis has been done to highlight all the physi-697

cal parameters, as well as experimental conditions, which affect698

the motion transmission. Since the model has been validated,699

in the future, this model can be used to develop new control700

strategies for both force control as well as position control. An701

effective controller implementation can lead to active usage of702

cable drives in robotic systems, particularly in surgical robots,703

where the cable conduits can bring dexterity and flexibility in704

laparoscopic surgical robots, which the current systems lack.705
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